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Clay, Jensen, Pooch, and Roque are part of United States Special Forces Unit. They are deployed to a
mission in Bolivia involving a drug lord, they end up disobeying orders and rescuing children. Their
enraged boss, codenamed Max, orders them dead, but they survive, and end up doing small-time
jobs. Then Aisha enters their lives, smuggles them back to the States on the condition that they kill
Max. The group will soon realize that she has inducted them on a suicide mission - a mission which
will take them to Dubai, United Arab Emirates; and to Mumbai, India; and come in possession of a
mysterious encrypted hard-drive while not only facing betrayal from one of their own but also certain
and violent death at the hands of Max. A CIA special forces team are betrayed and left for dead by
their superiors, galvanizing them to mount an offensive on the CIA. First i would like to say that this
movie has a lot of action scenes and plenty of funny,funny, moments but the story is a little on the
simple side and short runtime only 1 hour and 38 minutes .plot they are betrayed on a mission and
they wont revenge. now i know that many people disliked this movie but me and my 14 year old
brother loved it.parents with kids under the age of 13 should know that this is a action and
somewhat violent movie but no blood or gore but still violent.this movie is a action/comedy so
people who like the rundown movie with the rock will love this movie. this review is simple to tell you
that this is a movie to go see when you want to laugh and enjoy 1hour1/2 of explosions and
gunfights THE LOSERS is anything but. Created to appear like a comic book in motion, writers peter
Berg, James Vanderbuilt and Andy Diggle have come up with a script that has defined some strong,
unforgettable characters, outlined an all over the place story line, and managed to polish it all off
with just the right amount of parody, humor, steamy scenes, and silly dialogue that makes the movie
work. It is a film highly dependent of pyrotechnics and special effects, but these also are pulled off in
such a way that they, too, are entertaining an even set the audience to cheering.
The story comes across as a bit jumbled due to the many sites where the action takes place, but
essentially it is the tale of a group of five men (CIA operatives) who in an attempt to save some
children in a fated helicopter escape from a disaster in Bolivia instead are assumed dead when the
report of the exploded helicopter reaches the US. The five men toss their dog tags into the flaming
ruins of the helicopter and thus become lost to the world. The team is a talented and well trained
unit and each of the members has a special identity and gift: Clay (Jeffrey Dean Morgan) is the
leader (and womanizer), Roque (Idris Alba) is the brains, Jensen (Chris Evans) is the wildly funny guy,
Pooch (Columbus Short) is the sensitive guy, and Cougar (Óscar Jaenada) is the sniper with the ever
present hat. The team (the Losers) becomes the target of a betrayal in dealing with one Max (Jason
Patric) who is preparing the bomb to end all bombs. Out of nowhere comes the mysterious Aisha
(Zoe Saldana) who works her way into the group via Clay's attraction to her beauty. But Aisha has
her own agenda and the team joins her in uncovering and hopefully destroying the lethal Max who is
planning global warfare. There are unexpected twists in the plot and internal challenges to the
team's structure, but it all comes round in the end.
Yes, this is yet another noisy action film with classy acting from not only the stars but from everyone
in the large cast. It is a hoot of an action thriller and hopefully this cast will be reassembled for a Part
II in the future.
Grady Harp The movie is a stupid, over-the-top comic-booky action picture with the occasional
cheesy effect, oddball casting and an utterly predictable get-that-guy-before-he-gets-us plot, but
Evans and a couple of his mates make it passable entertainment. It's called 'U.R.A. Fever' by The
Kills. The rest of the songs and their corresponding scenes can be foundhere. a5c7b9f00b
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